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The planned reforms follow President Vladimir Putin’s instructions in 2018 to ease migration policy in
order to offset Russia’s demographic slump. Alexei Filippov / TASS

Russia plans to require long-staying foreigners to submit fingerprints and carry electronic
migration cards as part of the country's wide-ranging immigration reforms, the Kommersant
business daily reported Friday.

The Interior Ministry has drafted legislation requiring foreigners who intend to stay in Russia
for more than 30 days to submit their fingerprints and other personal data, according to
Kommersant. This data would be used to create ID cards containing the individuals'
information as well as their work permits.
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The new rules will also allow foreigners to change their purpose of stay without crossing the
border and will replace paper migration cards with electronic ones, the newspaper wrote. 

“Migration cards worked well, but they’re already outdated and it’s time to introduce digital
technologies,” the deputy head of the Federal Migration Service (FMS) told Kommersant. 

The changes will affect foreign nationals that are required to obtain visas to travel to Russia as
well as those with visa waivers.

It was not immediately clear how soon the proposed bill will be submitted into Russia’s
parliament, which reconvenes after summer recess next week. Kommersant reported that the
Interior Ministry submitted the new rules to the civic chamber, a consultative body that
analyzes draft legislation. 

The planned reforms follow President Vladimir Putin’s instructions in 2018 to ease migration
policy in order to offset Russia’s demographic slump. Russia has since adopted eight
immigration reform laws, the head of the Interior Ministry’s migration department Valentina
Kazakova told Kommersant.

The reforms have helped Russia to double naturalizations in early 2020.
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